
Your success is guaranteed!
Simply earn 6000 points each week.

neo’s 5-step learning method and parallel study design speed you toward your target.
The blue buttons are your guide. Click on them to earn points and begin to master English.

Try to study at least a little most days. Aim for 6000 points each week. 
This will take about 3 hours total in a week. 

Avoid studying more than 30-40 minutes at a time without a break.

neo Study Tips

Let the blue icons lead you on your journey.



neo Log-in Screen

If this is your first time, SIGN IN first.

Click on STUDY NOW 
to start studying.

Sign in.



neo Home Screen

Study points

Current target
Coaching points

Study now button

Total points



5-Step Study

TIPS
See how much you can understand the first time.
Answer correctly to earn points.  
If you make a mistake, you’ll have a second chance, but you'll earn fewer points.

to get an overview1 Preview

Preview screen Comprehension Check screen



TIPS Listen again and again until you can understand every sentence and all the details.
After repeating a sentence twice, the Text button will appear.

Repeat button Text button

to improve listening comprehension2 Repeat

Repeat screen

5-Step Study



Repeat button

Record/Playback button

Text button

Record each sentence to get as close to the native speaker's voice as you can.
The system will automatically compare your pronunciation with the original one.  
Do you and the speaker sound the same?

TIPS

Record screen

5-Step Study
3 Record to help you speak with good pronunciation



Repeat button
Speech Recognition

microphone

TIPS
For this step, make sure you are in a quiet place! 
Speak clearly and carefully, without hesitation.
You will get more points if every word is recognized the first time.

to improve your speaking fluency4 Speak

Speech Recognition screen

5-Step Study



TIPS For this step, make sure you are in a quiet place!

to reinforce everything you have learned5 Review

Review screen

5-Step Study

Repeat button
Speech Recognition

microphone



TIPS
If your accuracy rate is <80% in any lesson, or <50% for Speech recognition lessons,
you’ll have to repeat the lesson from the beginning.

Lesson Summary Screen

Lesson points gained

Repeat the lesson Advance to the next lesson



Other Types of Lessons

Beyond the core presentation lessons, neo includes many different types of exercise lessons. 
These provide additional practice in grammar, vocabulary, dictation, and forming questions,  
to help you master English.

TIPS


